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CONTINUOUS SIGNALS FROM BIOPOTENTIAL SIGNALS

(57) The present invention concerns a computer-im-
plemented method for obtaining continuous signals from
biopotential signals. This method comprises the separa-
tion of confounding non-brain components from the bio-
potential signals by a statistical correlation analysis al-
gorithm, such as a Canonical Correlation Analysis algo-

rithm, to obtain denoised neural signals, and the decod-
ing of the continuous signals from the denoised neural
signals. The present invention also relates to a da-
ta-processing device (1) configured to execute this meth-
od.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to a computer-imple-
mented method for obtaining continuous signals from bi-
opotential signals, as well as to a data processing device
comprising a processor configured to perform the com-
puter-implemented method, a non-invasive brain-com-
puter interface system comprising such a data process-
ing device and a biopotential electrode array connected
to the data processing device, and to a computer program
or readable medium comprising instructions that, when
executed by a computer, cause the computer to imple-
ment the abovementioned computer-implemented meth-
od.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Most current Human-Machine-Interfaces (HMI)
rely on motor actions for inputting human commands.
Even vocalization of instructions for voice input requires
in fact such motor actions at the level of throat, jaw and
mouth muscles. However, the nerve transmission delay
between the brain activity triggering those motor actions
and the actual motor actions introduces a not-insignifi-
cant time lag, which can be critical in some applications,
such as, for instance, driving a vehicle. In other applica-
tions, such as controlling prosthetic devices, the HMI ac-
tually aims to replace the connection between nerves
and muscles, and would thus also benefit from direct
brain input.
[0003] In order to obtain a HMI with direct input from
brain activity anticipating and/or replacing the actual mo-
tor action, that is, a so-called Brain-Machine-Interface
(BMI), it has already been propose to decode motor ac-
tions from electroencephalographic (EEG) signals. For
instance, classification-based decoding of motor actions
from EEG signals has been proposed in European patent
application publication EP 3 556 429 A1, in US patent
US 9,824,607 B1, and in international patent application
publication WO 2015/003118 A1. However, such classi-
fication-based decoding provides discrete outputs,
whereas a continuous output may be advantageous for
tasks such as e.g. vehicle steering.
[0004] Another solution, proposed for instance in US
patent application publication US 2014/0058528 A1 is to
fit decoders for 2D/3D kinematics from data recorded
when users imagined performing a motor task. However,
solutions based on imagined tasks have significant short-
comings. For example, they may not be able to anticipate
motor actions. Moreover, confounding non-brain compo-
nents in the EEG signals represent an obstacle for fitting
generalized decoding models applicable without pre-
training even, for example, to impaired users.

SUMMARY

[0005] A first object of the disclosure is that of providing
a computer-implemented method for reliably obtaining
continuous signals from biopotential signals.
[0006] According to a first aspect of the disclosure, this
may be achieved with the steps of separating confound-
ing components from the biopotential signals by using a
statistical correlation analysis algorithm, such as a Ca-
nonical Correlation Analysis algorithm, to obtain de-
noised neural signals, and decoding the continuous sig-
nals from the denoised neural signals.
[0007] By identifying and removing the confounding
components from the biopotential signals, it is possible
to obtain denoised neural signals that can be more reli-
ably correlated to continuous signals, even with an an-
ticipating time shift allowing short-term prediction of the
continuous signals.
[0008] The continuous signals may in particular be
continuous motor action command signals, that is, com-
mand signals related to an intended motor action of the
user. Alternatively, however, they may be any other sort
of continuous signals possibly embedded within the bio-
potential signals, such as e.g. brain-originated signals
related to a level of attention and/or comfort.
[0009] The statistical correlation algorithm may be per-
formed using a model based on an existing dataset of
biopotential signals and correlated motion, vision, acous-
tic and/or other biopotential data. The correlated motion
data may include EMG data, motion sensor data and/or
visual motion capture data. The biopotential signals
and/or correlated other biopotential data may comprise
EEG, skin conductivity response (SCR) and/or electro-
cardiographic (ECG) data, besides the EMG data
[0010] The step of decoding continuous signals from
the denoised neural signals may be performed using a
Multiple Linear Regression model, which may in partic-
ular correlate continuous signals to denoised neural sig-
nals within an anticipating time window, so as to obtain
short-term predictions of continuous signals from current
denoised neural signals.
[0011] The computer-implemented method may com-
prise a step of filtering the biopotential signals before the
step of separating the confounding components thereof.
[0012] The computer-implemented method may fur-
ther comprise a step of operating a machine, such as,
e.g. a vehicle (including personal mobility devices such
as wheelchairs), a robotic manipulator, a prosthetic de-
vice and/or a rehabilitation device, using the continuous
signals as command signals. A human user may thus
output continuous commands to operate the machine
through the biopotential signals.
[0013] Alternatively or additionally to the step of oper-
ating the machine using the continuous signals, the meth-
od may comprise a step of verifying whether the contin-
uous signals correspond to continuous commands within
a set of acceptable continuous commands. It may thus
be verified, eventually in advance, whether a continuous
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command to be output by a human user through e.g. a
motor action is acceptable, so as to be able to otherwise
take adequate preventative and/or correcting measures.
[0014] Alternatively or additionally to the step of oper-
ating the machine using the continuous signals, the meth-
od may comprise a step of comparing the continuous
signals to a response of a machine operated by a human
user generating the biopotential signals. When testing
the machine it is thus possible to evaluate whether it re-
sponds appropriately to the user’s intentions.
[0015] A second aspect of the present disclosure re-
lates to a data processing device comprising a processor
configured to perform the abovementioned computer-im-
plemented method, as well as to a non-invasive brain-
machine interface system comprising this data process-
ing device and biopotential electrode array, such as e.g.
an EEG electrode array, an EMG electrode array, an
ECG electrode array, and/or a SCR electrode array con-
nected to the data processing device.
[0016] A third aspect of the present disclosure relates
to a computer program and/or computer-readable medi-
um comprising instructions which, when executed by a
computer, cause the computer to perform the abovemen-
tioned computer-implemented method.
[0017] The above summary of some example embod-
iments is not intended to describe each disclosed em-
bodiment or every implementation of the invention. In
particular, selected features of any illustrative embodi-
ment within this specification may be incorporated into
an additional embodiment unless clearly stated to the
contrary.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] The invention may be more completely under-
stood in consideration of the following detailed descrip-
tion of various embodiments in connection with the ac-
companying drawings, in which:

- FIG. 1 shows a block diagram schematically illus-
trating a machine with a Brain-Machine Interface
system incorporating a data processing device for
obtaining continuous signals according to a first em-
bodiment;

- FIG. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the data flow
and data processing in the data processing device
according to the first embodiment;

- FIG. 3 shows a block diagram schematically illus-
trating a machine with a Brain-Machine Interface
system incorporating a data processing device for
obtaining continuous signals according to a second
embodiment;

- FIG. 4 shows a schematic diagram of the data flow
and data processing in the data processing device
according to the second embodiment; and

- FIG. 5 shows a block diagram schematically illus-
trating a machine with a Brain-Machine Interface
system incorporating a data processing device for

obtaining continuous signals according to a third em-
bodiment.

[0019] While the invention is amenable to various mod-
ifications and alternative forms, specifics thereof have
been shown by way of example in the drawings and will
be described in detail. It should be understood, however,
that the intention is not to limit aspects of the invention
to the particular embodiments described. On the contra-
ry, the intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents,
and alternatives falling within the scope of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] For the following defined terms, these defini-
tions shall be applied, unless a different definition is given
in the claims or elsewhere in this specification.
[0021] All numeric values are herein assumed to be
preceded by the term "about", whether or not explicitly
indicated. The term "about" generally refers to a range
of numbers that one of skill in the art would consider
equivalent to the recited value (i.e. having the same func-
tion or result). In many instances, the term "about" may
be indicative as including numbers that are rounded to
the nearest significant figure.
[0022] Any recitation of numerical ranges by endpoints
includes all numbers within that range (e.g., 1 to 5 in-
cludes a.o. 1, 4/3, 1.5, 2, e, 2.75, 3, n, 3.80, 4, and 5).
[0023] Although some suitable dimension ranges
and/or values pertaining to various components, features
and/or specifications are disclosed, one of skill in the art,
incited by the present disclosure, would understand de-
sired dimensions, ranges and/or values may deviate from
those expressly disclosed.
[0024] As used in this specification and the appended
claims, the singular forms "a", "an", and "the" include plu-
ral referents unless the content clearly dictates other-
wise. As used in this specification and the appended
claims, the term "or" is generally employed in its sense
including "and/or" unless the content clearly dictates oth-
erwise.
[0025] The following detailed description should be
read with reference to the drawings in which similar ele-
ments in different drawings are numbered the same. The
detailed description and the drawings, which are not nec-
essarily to scale, depict illustrative embodiments and are
not intended to limit the scope of the invention. The illus-
trative embodiments depicted are intended only as ex-
emplary. Selected features of any illustrative embodi-
ment may be incorporated into an additional embodiment
unless clearly stated to the contrary.
[0026] Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a machine 10
with a non-invasive Brain-Machine Interface (BMI) sys-
tem 20 comprising a data processing device 1 according
to a first embodiment of the present disclosure. In this
first embodiment, the machine 10 may be a vehicle com-
prising a steering system 50, a powertrain system 60
and/or a braking system 70. The powertrain system 60
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may be, for instance, an internal combustion (IC) pow-
ertrain, an electric powertrain or a hybrid powertrain com-
prising both internal combustion and electric drive power
sources.
[0027] The data processing device 1 may be connect-
ed to or comprise a data storage for storing a reference
data set. The data processing device 1 may comprise an
electronic circuit, a processor (shared, dedicated, or
group), a combinational logic circuit, a memory that ex-
ecutes one or more software programs, and/or other suit-
able components that provide the described functionality.
The data processing device 1 may additionally carry out
further functions in the machine 10. For example, the
control device may also act as the general purpose elec-
tronic control unit (ECU) of the machine 10.
[0028] In this first embodiment, the BMI system 20 may
comprise, besides the data processing device 1, a non-
invasive electroencephalography (EEG) electrode array
30 for collecting EEG signals from a human user. The
EEG electrode array 30 may be connected to the data
processing device 1 for transmitting those EEG signals
to the data processing device 1. Alternatively or addition-
ally to the EEG electrode array 30, the BMI system 20
may comprise a non-invasive electromyography (EMG)
electrode array 40 for collecting EMG signals from the
human user. The EMG electrode array 40 may be also
connected to the data processing device 1 for transmit-
ting those EMG signals to the data processing device 1.
[0029] The data processing device 1 may comprise a
filter 1a, which may be for instance a 4th order Butterworth
filter, for filtering out EEG and/or EMG signal components
above and/or below corresponding frequency thresh-
olds, for instance a lower threshold of 0.1 Hz and an
upper threshold of 8 Hz, and a denoising unit 1b, config-
ured to perform a statistical correlation algorithm, such
as a Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) algorithm, to
identify and remove confounding non-brain components
in the filtered signals received from the EEG and/or EMG
electrode arrays 30, 40 through filter 1a so as to obtain
denoised neural signals.
[0030] The data processing device 1 may further com-
prise a decoder unit 1c, configured to decode continuous
signals from the denoised neural signals obtained by the
denoising unit 1b. In particular, the decoder unit 1c may
be configured to decode the continuous signals from the
denoised neural signals using a Multiple Linear Regres-
sion (MLR) model. These continuous signals may in par-
ticular be continuous motor action command signals, that
is, neural signals related to an intended motion of the
user, for example an intended motion for actuating one
or more control elements such as a wheel, pedal, handle,
lever, joystick, paddle, etc. for operating the steering,
braking and/or powertrain systems 50, 60, 70.
[0031] The data processing device 1 may also com-
prise a verification unit 1d, which may be configured to
verify whether the continuous signals are acceptable, for
example by comparing them to a permitted set of actions.
The verification unit 1d may be connected to an advanced

driver assistance system (ADAS) 80 which may be con-
figured to update the permitted set of actions depending
on the driving context. The verification unit 1d may also
be connected to the steering, braking and/or powertrain
systems 50, 60, 70, and may eventually be configured
to prohibit their operation if a continuous signal received
through the decoding unit 1c is determined to correspond
to an inacceptable command. The verification unit 1d
may additionally or alternatively be connected to a warn-
ing output unit 90, comprising for instance a visual display
and/or a loudspeaker, for outputting a warning that the
continuous signal corresponds to an inacceptable com-
mand. Alternatively or additionally to verifying whether
the continuous signals are acceptable, the verification
unit 1d may be configured to receive, e.g. from the ADAS
80, data concerning the response of the machine 10 to
the user’s inputs through the one or more control ele-
ments, and compare this response to the decoded con-
tinuous signals output by the decoder unit 1c to the ver-
ification unit 1d. This may be be used, for example, to
evaluate the driveability of a vehicle during test drives.
[0032] Fig. 2 illustrates a method of operating the ma-
chine 10 using the non-invasive BMI system 20. This
method may be stored in a computer-readable medium
as a computer program comprising instructions that,
when executed by a computer such as the data process-
ing device 1, may cause the device to execute this meth-
od. In this method, the EEG and/or EMG electrode arrays
30, 40 may collect biopotential signals, such as EEG
and/or EMG signals reflecting a user’s neural activity,
and transmit them to the data processing device 1, and
more specifically to the denoising unit 1b, through the
filter 1a. In the denoising unit 1b, confounding compo-
nents may be identified in the EEG and/or EMG signals
and removed from them, using a statistical correlation
algorithm, such as a CCA algorithm.
[0033] A CCA algorithm can estimate a linear transfor-
mation of two multichannel datasets X and Y so as to
minimise irrelevant variance. Given two datasets X and
Y of size T 3 J1 and T 3 J2, the CCA algorithm can find
linear transformations of both that make them maximally
correlated. Specifically, the CCA algorithm can produce
transformation matrices V and U, of respective sizes J1
3 J0 and J2 3 J0, where J0 < min(J1,J2), whose product
with, respectively, datasets X and Y results in trans-
formed data matrices XV and YU. Each pair of a column
of transformed data matrix XV and a corresponding col-
umn of transformed data matrix YU forms a so-called ca-
nonical component (CC), and transformation matrices V
and U are calculated so that the columns of the first CC
are maximally correlated with each other, whereas those
of each subsequent CC are also maximally correlated
with each other but uncorrelated with the columns of the
previous CCs. The first CC is thus the linear combination
of X and Y with the highest possible correlation. The next
pair of CCs are the most highly correlated combinations
orthogonal to the first, and so on.
[0034] In a CCA algorithm as may be applied by the
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denoising unit 1b, the dataset Y may correspond to the
filtered neural signal received by the denoising unit 1b
and the dataset X may correspond to the confounding
component to be removed from Y. This basic formulation
of the CCA algorithm can capture an instantaneous in-
teraction between stimulus representations and brain re-
sponse. Applying the CCA algorithm may produce
weighted sums XV(t) = ∑ixi(t) ∗ vi and YU(t) = ∑jyj(t) ∗ uj
that are maximally correlated, where each one of xi(t)
and yj(t) represents one channel i, j of, respectively, da-
tasets X and Y at each time point t, each one of vi and uj
is a vector from, respectively, transformation matrices V
and U, and each vector vi and uj representing the trans-
formation weights for the corresponding channel i,j. After
having estimated transformation matrices V and U and
applied transformation matrix U to transform the dataset
Y into transformed data matrix YU, the first component
from YU, which corresponds to the signal component
most correlated with the dataset X, may be removed from
transformed data matrix YU so as to obtain a denoised
transformed data matrix Yu,den to which the inverse trans-
formation matrix U-1 may be applied to produce a mul-
tichannel dataset as a denoised neural signal Yden.
[0035] When the continuous commands to be obtained
are continuous motor action commands, this CCA algo-
rithm may have been trained on an existing dataset of
EEG and/or EMG signals and correlated motion data, so
as to apply transformation matrices based on that dataset
for performing the separation of the denoised brain sig-
nals from the confounding components in the EEG sig-
nals. More specifically, the existing dataset may include
data from one or more users, possibly including the cur-
rent user, and the motion data thereof may have been
obtained using one or more EMG electrodes placed on
relevant muscles, e.g. left and right deltoid muscles for
steering control, one or more motion sensors such as
accelerometers placed on positions of interest, e.g. neck
and wrist for steering control, and/or one or more cam-
eras performing visual motion capture, and be correlated
to concurrent EEG and/or EMG signals from the same
users. Once thus trained, the CCA algorithm may apply
the resulting transformation matrices V and U for the sep-
aration of the denoised brain signals from the confound-
ing components in the filtered EEG and/or EMG signals.
[0036] The denoised neural signals may then be trans-
mitted from the denoising unit 1b to the decoder unit 1c,
which may then proceed to decode, from these denoised
neural signals, continuous signals which may be embed-
ded therein. For this, the decoder unit 1c may use a Mul-
tiple Linear Regression (MLR) model in a backward-mod-
elling system identification algorithm.
[0037] Specifically, starting from the denoised neural
signal Yden, the continuous signal Z can be represented
in discrete time as: 

where Z(t) is a value of the continuous signal Z at time
point t, τ represents a time lag of continuous signal Z,
g(τ,j) are regression weights forming the MLR model and
describing a linear transformation of the value Yden(t -
τ,j) of each channel j of the denoised neural signal Yden
at earlier time points t - τ, and ε(t) represents the residual
signal at time point t not explained by the model. The
MLR model describes the linear transformation of the
neural signal Yden for a specified range of values of time
lag τ representing a forward-shifted time window. During
training, the regression weights g(τ,j) can be estimated
by minimising the mean-square error (MSE) between ob-
served values Z(t) of continuous signal Z and the corre-
sponding values Z(t) calculated by the linear transforma-
tion of the denoised neural signal Yden: 

[0038] This minimisation problem can be solved by ap-
plying the Tikhonov regression closed formula: 

where I is the identity matrix and λ is a bias term or
smoothing factor. Addition of this smoothing factor pre-
vents overfitting to high-frequency noise along the low-
variance dimensions. The forward-shifted time window,
that is, the range of values for time lag τ, and the bias
term λ may be selected to optimise the decoding metric
of interest (e.g. MSE, decoding Pearson’s correlation).
[0039] The MLR model may thus correlate continuous
signals to denoised neural signals within an anticipating
time window, shifted for instance 2-3 seconds in advance
of the actual output of the continuous commands, for in-
stance as motor actions. Consequently, the decoded
continuous signals output by the decoder unit 1c to the
verification unit 1d may anticipate an intended motion of
the user, and in particular an intended motion for actuat-
ing one or more control elements such as a wheel, pedal,
handle, lever, joystick, paddle, etc. for operating the
steering, braking and/or powertrain systems 50, 60, 70,
so that the verification unit 1d may verify whether they
correspond to acceptable commands and prohibit them
and/or output a warning before the user effectively out-
puts them to the steering, braking and/or powertrain sys-
tems 50, 60, 70 through his actuation of the one or more
control elements, if they are not within the permitted set
of actions, as received from instance from the ADAS 80,
and/or compare those decoded continuous signals with
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the response of the machine 10 to the actuation of the
control elements by the user.
[0040] However, alternatively to operating the steer-
ing, braking and/or powertrain systems 50, 60, 70 with
such control elements such as a wheel, pedal, handle,
lever, joystick, paddle, the decoded continuous signals
could be translated into machine operation commands.
So for instance, in a second embodiment, illustrated in
Figure 3, the machine 10 may be a prosthetic device,
such as a partial exoskeleton, comprising a set of linear
and/or angular actuators 100 and a non-invasive BMI
system 20 comprising the data processing device 1 and
EEG and/or EMG electrode arrays 30,40. All equivalent
or analogous elements in this second embodiment will
receive the same reference number as in the first em-
bodiment.
[0041] As in the first embodiment, the data processing
device 1 may additionally carry out further functions in
the machine 10, it may also comprise an electronic circuit,
a processor (shared, dedicated, or group), a combina-
tional logic circuit, a memory that executes one or more
software programs, and/or other suitable components
that provide the described functionality and it may also
be connected to or comprise a data storage for storing a
reference data set. The data processing device 1 in this
second embodiment may also comprise a filter 1a, de-
noising unit 1b and decoder unit 1c configured as in the
first embodiment to obtain continuous signals, and in par-
ticular continuous motor action command signals, from
EEG and/or EMG signals received from the EEG and/or
EMG electrode arrays 30, 40. In this second embodi-
ment, the transformation matrices of the CCA algorithm
that may be applied by the denoising unit 1b and the MLR
model used by the decoding unit 1c may be based on an
existing dataset of EEG and/or EMG signals and corre-
lated motion data from a set of multiple users, all repre-
sentative of the current user (e.g. same age range, same
right- or left-handedness), so as to reflect their common
responses. Furthermore, in this second embodiment, al-
ternatively to or in addition to the verification unit 1d of
the first embodiment, the data processing device 1 may
comprise an output unit 1e connected to the actuators
100 and configured to translate into machine operation
commands the decoded continuous signals outputted by
the decoder unit 1c and transmit them to the actuators
100 so as to operate the machine 10, possibly analo-
gously to an impaired limb, as illustrated in Fig. 4. More
advantageously than previous BMI systems that are
based on motor imagery, the BMI system 20 according
to this second embodiment would allow for the rehabili-
tation of the impaired neural circuitry and/or the operation
of the prosthetic device in a natural way, i.e. without any
additional cognitive effort required to the user.
[0042] The continuous signals that can be decoded
from denoised neural signals are not limited to motor ac-
tion command signals. For example, a BMI system 20
according to a third embodiment of the present invention,
illustrated in Fig. 5, may be configured to obtain a con-

tinuous attention signal from an EEG signal, and thus
continuously monitor the user’s attention, and eventually
issue a warning and/or switch to a higher user assistance
level and/or an automated mode if the user’s attention
drops beneath a threshold. As in the first embodiment,
the machine 10 may in particular be a vehicle, and the
user the vehicle’s driver. All equivalent or analogous el-
ements in this second embodiment will receive the same
reference number as in the first and second embodi-
ments.
[0043] As in the first and second embodiments, the da-
ta processing device 1 may additionally carry out further
functions in the machine 10, it may also comprise an
electronic circuit, a processor (shared, dedicated, or
group), a combinational logic circuit, a memory that ex-
ecutes one or more software programs, and/or other suit-
able components that provide the described functionality
and it may also be connected to or comprise a data stor-
age for storing a reference data set. The data processing
device 1 in this third embodiment may also comprise a
filter 1a, denoising unit 1b and decoder unit 1c configured
as in the first and second embodiments to obtain contin-
uous signals, and in particular continuous attention sig-
nals, from EEG signals received from the EEG electrode
array 30. In this third embodiment the denoising unit 1b
may apply a CCA algorithm with transformation matrices
based on an existing dataset of EEG signals and corre-
lated motion, acoustic, vision, and/or other biopotential
data from one or more users, possibly including the cur-
rent user. The correlated motion data may have been
obtained using one or more EMG electrodes, one or more
motion sensors such as accelerometers placed on posi-
tions of interest, and/or one or more cameras performing
visual motion capture, the correlated acoustic data may
have been obtained using one or more microphones, and
the correlated vision data may have been obtained using
one or more cameras covering the corresponding user’s
field of vision. The denoising unit 1b may thus use the
resulting transformation matrices to remove not only con-
founding motor but also aural and/or vision components
from the filtered EEG signals to obtain a residual neural
signal corresponding to a continuous attention signal.
Other correlated data which may be used in the determi-
nation of the transformation matrices of the CCA algo-
rithm include other biopotential data such as e.g. ECG
data and/or SCR data. Furthermore, in this third embod-
iment, the regression weights of the MLR model applied
by the decoder unit 1c may be based on a correlation
between these residual neural signals obtained by the
denoising unit 1b and a context, and in particular a driving
context, as perceived by an ADAS 80 which may be con-
nected to the decoder unit 1c. Specifically, the decoder
unit 1c may thus apply the MLR model to determine the
coupling between the residual neural signals obtained
by the denoising unit 1b and an expectation vector con-
sisting of the priors of statistical algorithms applied by
the ADAS 80 for the prediction of upcoming events during
driving. The decoder unit 1c may be further connected
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to a verification unit 1d, within the data processing device
1, configured to determine whether the driver’s attention,
as measured by the decoder unit 1c through the corre-
lation between the residual neural signals and the up-
coming driving events, is below an acceptable threshold.
The BMI system 20 may further comprise a warning out-
put unit 90, comprising for instance a visual display and/or
a loudspeaker, connected to the verification unit 1d and
configured to output a warning if the verification unit 1d
determines that the driver’s attention, as measured by
the correlation between the residual neural signals and
the upcoming driving events, is below an acceptable
threshold. Alternatively or additionally to this connection,
the verification unit 1d may be connected to an ADAS
80, within the BMI system 20, and configured to switch
this ADAS 80 to a higher driver assistance level and/or
an automated driving mode if it is determined that the
driver’s attention is below said acceptable threshold.
[0044] In a first variant of this third embodiment, the
EEG electrode array 30 may be replaced with another
type of biopotential electrode array, such as an EMG
electrode array or even an SCR and/or ECG electrode
array. In this case, the denoising unit 1b may apply a
CCA algorithm with transformation matrices based on an
existing dataset of EMG, SCR and/or ECG signals and
correlated motion, acoustic, vision, and/or other biopo-
tential data from one or more users, possibly including
the current user, to remove the confounding components
and obtain a residual neural signal corresponding to the
continuous attention signal.
[0045] In a second variant of this third embodiment,
the machine 10 may be a vehicle capable of highly au-
tomated driving, with a highly automated driving system
instead of an ADAS. This highly automated driving sys-
tem may be connected to the steering, braking and/or
powertrain systems 50, 60, 70 to command their opera-
tion and may configured to perform highly automated
driving in various different modes. In this case, rather
than to continuous attention signals, the residual neural
signals may be correlated for instance to continuous
comfort signals and a vehicle context, the decoder unit
1c may be configured to decode these continuous com-
fort signals through this correlation between the residual
neural signals and continuous comfort signals, taking into
account contextual information transmitted to the decod-
er unit 1c by the highly automated driving system, and
the verification unit 1e may be replaced by a driving mode
switching unit configured to switch the highly automated
driving system between the different modes, depending
on a value of the continuous signal outputted by the de-
coding unit 1c and the contextual information.
[0046] Those skilled in the art will recognize that the
present invention may be manifested in a variety of forms
other than the specific embodiments described and con-
templated herein. Accordingly, departure in form and de-
tail may be made without departing from the scope of the
present invention as described in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method for obtaining con-
tinuous signals from biopotential signals, comprising
the steps of:

separating confounding components from the
biopotential signals by using a statistical corre-
lation analysis algorithm to obtain denoised neu-
ral signals; and
decoding the continuous signals from the de-
noised neural signals.

2. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 1, wherein the continuous signals are contin-
uous motor action commands.

3. The computer-implemented method according to
any one of claims 1 or 2, wherein the statistical cor-
relation analysis algorithm is a Canonical Correlation
Analysis algorithm.

4. The computer-implemented method according to
any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the statistical cor-
relation analysis algorithm is performed using a mod-
el based on an existing dataset of biopotential sig-
nals and correlated motion, vision, acoustic and/or
other biopotential data.

5. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 4, wherein the correlated motion data include
EMG data, motion sensor data, visual motion cap-
ture data.

6. The computer-implemented method according to
any one of the previous claims, wherein the step of
decoding continuous signals from the denoised neu-
ral signals is performed using a Multiple Linear Re-
gression model.

7. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 6, wherein the Multiple Linear Regression
model correlates continuous signals to denoised
neural signals within an anticipating time window.

8. The computer-implemented method according to
any one of the previous claims, further comprising a
step of filtering the biopotential signals before the
step of separating the confounding components
thereof.

9. The computer-implemented method according to
any one of claims 1 to 8, further comprising a step
of operating a machine (10) using the continuous
signals as command signals.

10. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 9, wherein the machine (10) is a vehicle.
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11. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 9, wherein the machine (10) is a robotic ma-
nipulator.

12. The computer-implemented method according to
claim 9, wherein the machine (10) is a prosthetic
device.

13. The computer-implemented method according to
any one of claims 1 to 12, further comprising a step
of verifying whether the continuous signals corre-
spond to continuous commands within a set of ac-
ceptable continuous commands.

14. The computer-implemented method according to
any one of claims 1 to 13, further comprising a step
of comparing the continuous signals to a response
of a machine (10) operated by a human user gener-
ating the biopotential signals.

15. A data processing device (1) comprising a processor
configured to perform the computer-implemented
method according to any one of claims 1 to 14.

16. A non-invasive brain-machine interface system (20)
comprising a data processing device (1) according
to claim 15 and an EEG electrode array (30) and/or
an EMG electrode array (40) connected to the data
processing device (1).

17. A computer program comprising instructions which,
when executed by a computer, cause the computer
to perform the computer-implemented method ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 14.

18. A computer-readable medium comprising instruc-
tions which, when executed by a computer, cause
the computer to carry out the computer-implemented
method according to any one of claims 1 to 14.
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